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MKD Modular Knock Down
Standard & Dual Work Platforms
MKD2 Modular Knock Down

Work Platforms

T
he (MKD)  Modular Knock Down work
platform and MKD2 work platform systems are
lightweight, sturdy, aluminum & steel platforms of

modular design which utilize interconnecting components
that can simply be pinned together to assemble platforms

of any length or configuration, including inside or outside corners, odd shaped
angles, multi-tier, circular, square and even wishbone shapes. UL classified and
OSHA compliant, both MKD and MKD2 are designed for maximum efficiency and
economy, while providing superior, on-site flexibility, easy setup, quick alteration
capabilities, and the capacity to rig most every difficult or sophisticated architec-
tural shape. Lightweight aluminum and strong carbon steel construction enable
any individual to handle the complete assembly process.

MKD2 has the special capability of fitting through an opening as small as 18 in.
and is designed for those hard to reach places that offer limited access, but
require a full-size platform. Unique modular hinge and pin design allow MKD2
components to be easily passed through these small openings. The “2” after
MKD indicates its ability to fit through 18 inch openings. Sky Climber’s MKD and
MKD2 work platforms are versatile, compact, economical and lightweight sys-
tems designed for high productivity. All parts and components can be purchased
separately enabling the user to expand their system as needed, over time.  The
MKD and MKD2 modular design allows for the rental or lease of additional MKD
components on an as needed basis, or to combine with the owners equipment on
occasions where unusual or larger than average projects are waiting.

MKD & MKD2 . . .
The easy way to rig sophisticated shapes. QUICK

TIP

When assem-

bling the MKD

platform, it is

best to attach

the end stirrups

last. This will

avoid working

against an

incline.
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30 ft. MKD with 900 corner and 10 ft. MKD

MKD2 floor folds
MKD2 inside a boiler

MKD2
passes

through a
boiler door


